Cytokinesis in flowering plants: more than one way to divide a cell.
Several different cytokinetic mechanisms operate in flowering plants. During 'conventional' somatic cytokinesis, the mitotic spindle remnants give rise to a phragmoplast that serves as a framework for the assembly of the cell plate. Cell plates fuse with the parental plasma membrane at specific cortical sites previously defined by the preprophase band of microtubules. In nuclear endosperms, meiocytes, and gametophytic cells, cytokinesis occurs without preprophase bands. The position of the new cell walls is determined instead by interacting arrays of microtubules that radiate from the nuclear envelope surfaces. The nuclear cytoplasmic domains defined by these microtubule arrays demarcate the boundaries of the future cells. Recent studies have provided new insights into the ultrastructural similarities and dissimilarities between conventional and non-conventional cytokinesis. Numerous proteins have also been localized to cytokinesis-related cytoskeletal arrays and cell plates but the functions of most of them have yet to be elucidated.